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Introduction
Two of the top five weakest voter turnout zip codes in New York City are in
the Rockaways. It is no surprise that people are disengaging more and more
with formal politics. The current forums for dialogue & conversations are either
disconnected, inaccessible or unresponsive. Civic models such as community
boards are cumbersome and managerial as opposed to generative.
We want to shift the idea of people as consumers of decision making toward
a model in which they become active participants in the decision making
process. Our work seeks to address residents of the Rockaways that do not feel
represented or connected with the existing civic structures. Our project sets
out to reorganize the ways that the desire and the capability for participation is
produced.
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Design Space
For the purposes of focusing
our analysis, we have chosen to
investigate the Community Board as
the primary instrument that acts as the
connective tissue between citizens
and government. Apart from voting,
Community Boards represent the
primary node in the meso-layer of the
civic system.
The issues associated with Community
Boards are well known. Timeconsuming, rigid, hierarchical and
poorly funded – these civic swamps
employ linear decision making, taking
yes/no votes that reduce complexity
and managing rather than ideating.

Additionally, community leaders are
using weak tools, and this can lead
to the same issues over and over
again. Time is often spent squabbling
over individual concerns rather than
collective issues. Community Needs
Assessments are not standardized,
data collection is not rigorous or rooted
in research, and there are very few
mechanisms for accountability.
Further, Community Boards function
in a purely advisory capacity and any
recommendations may be disregarded
by city officials.

The consequences of such an
unresponsive system leads to a lack of
civic engagement, poor voter turnout
and a body of residents that do not feel
empowered to create change
In light of these concerns, we are
presented with an opportunity to
change the ways that community
leaders collaborate and engage with
their tools, to begin to include tacit and
anecdotal knowledge in a meaningful
way and to design decision making
processes that are generative and
include citizens in new ways.
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Concept: OpenForum
OpenForum is a platform for
changemakers living and working in the
Rockaways. The platform has 5 major
elements:
• The Innovation Committee, which
curates generative workshops and
oversees the training of facilitators

•

The OpenForum.NYC web portal that
encourages and facilitates digital
and real-world dialogue

•

A series of generative workshops
designed to co-produce projects
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that can be implemented by local
residents with the help of $500.00
microgrants

•

A system of $500.00 microgrants
and $3,000.00 impact-grants issued
to meaningful project concepts by
the Innovation Committee

•

A revised and evolving format
for assessing the needs of the
community

Precedents:
•
•
•
•
•

SeeClickFix
OpenTownHall
Participatory Budgeting
Neighbor.ly
Civinomics
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Innovation
Committee
The Innovation Committee is a new
generative-committee that has been
added to Community Board 14 in
the Rockaways. The goal of this new
committee is to shift the idea of citizens
as consumers of decision making
toward a model in which they become
active participants in the decision
making process.
Every month the Innovation Committee
hosts a workshop with community
partners in a different neighborhood at
a venue specific to that neighborhood
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(such as local churches, organizations
like RWA, small businesses, and
interested individuals).
The Innovation Committee applies
a “Build/Sustain” model in which
nominated projects are funded and
implemented in the first year with the
4 most successful are evaluated and
further invested upon in the second.
In addition to volunteers, the
Innovation Committee incorporates
one paid position called the Innovation

Officer, whose job it is to coordinate
workshops, run facilitation trainings,
manage the website, and oversee the
nomination process for the microgrants.
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Workshops
The workshops are first implemented by
the Innovation Committee, but begin to
become initiated and led by residents
as more and more facilitators are
trained.

These workshops begin to become well
attended as more residents learn that
their ideas have the potential to become
a reality. The purpose of these designled workshops is to transform concerns
into ideas and ideas into meaningful
Initially the committee hosts a workshop proposals.
in each of the 12 neighborhoods of
the Rockaways, once a month over
The training for workshop facilitators is
the course of the twelve-month year.
open to anyone that is interested and is
Each workshop culminates with the
hosted every two months. Each training
group nominating one of the ideas to be is run by the Innovation Officer. These
funded by a microgrant.
training sessions are announced on the
OpenForum.NYC web portal.
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Website
The OpenForum.NYC web portal is
a social network that facilitates both
digital and real-world dialogue by
providing online communication tools
for people and groups working to make
change in their neighborhood.
The portal includes:
• A calendar and forum specific to the
user’s neighborhood (e.g. Arverne,
Edgemere, etc.)

•
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An evolving library of projects for the
greater Rockaway area populated

with ideas that can be collectively
discussed and nominated for
funding by the microgrants.

•

A collection of toolkits for both
workshopping and facilitation.

The goal of the web portal is to foster
idea-focused dialogue with a larger
audience that can become acted upon
with the help of the microgrants.
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Microgrants &
Impactgrants
The Microgrants and Impactgrants
are managed and allocated by the
Innovation Committee. Each microgrant
is valued at $500.00 and these are
awarded to either workshopped
projects or to those that have received
the highest number of nominations on
the OpenForum.NYC web portal.

Engagement.” Santa Cruz Sentinel,
Web. 28 Nov. 2015).
Every year, the four most successful
microgrant nominations are awarded
a $3,000.00 Impactgrant to further
develop and refine these projects. This
funding process is called the “Build/
Sustain” model.

The decision to make the microgrants
$500.00 is not arbitrary, it is a model
that has proven to be successful
in Watsonville, California (Masters,
Ryan. “Big Returns on Community
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Community Needs
Assessment
From the standpoint of assessing
community needs, the goal of the
OpenForum platform is to shift the
current paradigm away from a reductive
quantitative analysis towards a system
that captures tacit knowledge and
transforms it into implementable ideas.
This new paradigm introduces
mechanisms for residents to better
assess and address their own needs.
This is about reframing the fundamental
assumption inherent to the very idea of
‘Community Needs Assessments’ that
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there exists a ‘community to assess’ in
the first place.
OpenForum lays down the foundation
for a future in which assessment
is integrated into the existing civic
infrastructure as opposed to a distinct
quantitative diagnostic procedure.

Value Web
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User Experience
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Success Road Map
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By designing responsive
infrastructures that allow citizens
to realize the efficacy of their own
voices, we may begin to reorganize
the ways that the desire and the
capability for participation is
produced.
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